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Mother Mary loves you unconditionally, no matter what your religious or spiritual background. This

moving and powerful deck explores the profoundly healing, protective and soothing energy of

Mother Mary. Through this oracle, she brings you her guidance and wisdom and connects you with

knowledge of your own spiritual potency and divinity so that you may experience ever greater peace

and love on your life journey.Ã‚Â  Illuminating illustrations capture the true essence of Mother

MaryÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s extraordinary energy while the comprehensive guidebook offers detailed messages

for each card as well as practical healing processes and affirmations to help you integrate the

teachings of the Holy Mother. Boxed kit (5 x 6 1/4) includes a 44-card deck and a 192-page book.
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Alana Fairchild is the singing, dancing spiritual teacher from Australia. With students all around the

world, Alana shares a message of love from the Divine Mother in all her many

facesÃ¢â‚¬â€¢compassionate and fierce, protective and wildÃ¢â‚¬â€¢through unique events and

her highly successful oracle decks, books and meditation CDs published through Blue Angel.

Alana's great passion is the human soulÃ¢â‚¬â€¢protecting it, awakening it, igniting it with divine

fire, so that each individual being can fulfil their potential and live the beautiful, creative, unique life

that they were born to live. You can visit Alana's official online home at

www.alanafairchild.com.Shiloh Sophia McCloud has dedicated the past seventeen years of her life

to the study and practice of art as a spiritual discipline as well as to helping equip women with the

tools and understanding to develop their own creative potential. ShilohÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s artwork is

dedicated to providing healing images of women and family. ~



Beautiful , accurate, truly divine. Alana is in a league of her own when it comes to oracle cards, no

fluff here ! There is so much depth and wisdom that is transmitted through all of her work. I highly

recommend these, and all of her cards. The artwork is gorgeous.

I really enjoy working with this deck. The artwork is pretty, very feminine and vibrant while the card

stock is durable and of good quality. This deck contains 44 Cards each depicting a nice range of

female faces from different ethnicities. Each card description from the book is about 3 pages long to

include a healing affirmation. I was working with this deck the other day going through a spread

when I had an epiphany about working with love from the Mother Mary. I realized that I needed it, it

was something that was missing from my life. Not having been close to my own mom I realized a

piece of a puzzle was slipping into place and more healing was finding its way into my heart. Ever

so gently while going through the healing process and imagining this loving energy flowing into me

from the divine Mother I truly felt supported in a way that I hadn't before. I was reminded to led with

softness, kindness and love.A great gift for ones self or another this upcoming Valentines Day or

just because.

I own several of Alana's decks and this is my favorite. Maybe because I own all the others and have

worked with them intimately for years, this is now my favorite. Who can say?But if you feel any pull

to connect with the Divine Mother OR perhaps were raised in a Christian religion you no longer

resonate with and yearn for the truth of the divine mother ...try this out.

These cards go way past the usual. I like to use them with Tarot cards to get a message as a way

through the situation for myclient. The messages a simple yet deep and the exercises are artful and

they work. I have the Kwan Yin deck and the Isis Oracle, which are fantastic but it's official these are

my new favorite.

Thank you Ms. Fairchild and Ms. McCould for beautiful inspiration in words and art. Mary, our

Blessed Mother, accepted a big responsibility when she said 'yes' to the Angel Gabriel delivering

the Divine message. Many years ago I attended Mass (Roman Catholic) and the priest said (Holy

Day of Obligation December 8) today's feast commemorates the beginning of Salvation -- a

beautiful gift from Mother Mary to us. I will purchase this deck for others.



This is a beautiful deck. The art on the cover of the box is what drew me in first. The writing that

goes with each card is equally beautiful. It is wonderful to read loving, caring words of wisdom that

emerge from the feminine perspective.

I was born and raised Catholic. Although I am not a churchgoer anymore, I am still very spiritually

Catholic. Initially, I was nervous to try any sort of oracle card, as the Church teaches against such

things. Still, I had been curious. I read all of the positive reviews and I absolutely adore Our Lady, so

I had to give it a try. These cards were the perfect introduction into the world of oracles. All of the

cards have a positive message, and feature beautiful artwork of Our Lady. These cards are full of

light and good cleansing energy!I read for myself, my sister, and her boyfriend; I didn't know what I

was doing, but I simply followed the instructions in the (very easy to follow) book, and let them read

the meditation that corresponded with the cards that they choose. Although it was my first times

trying it, the book helped me find the words to hekp focus my and my family's intentions for the

reading. After their readings, they both sat quietly. They said that the cards they chose and the

advice given in the book was really something that they needed to hear in that moment.

It's always nice to find an Alana deck with no nudity. I really like this style of artwork. Good guide

book. Card stock is closer to Isis & Kuan Yin than her newer oracles.
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